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The New Odyssey: Honda's latest interpretation of luxurious motoring. An executive carrier that befits your stature. A vehicle that reflects your sophistication and gives you the ride you deserve. Your Odyssey to luxury begins here.
The New Odyssey has the looks that is worthy of everyone’s attention. With a new fascia and distinctive touches, it is a vessel that projects absolute class.

LED HEADLIGHTS WITH LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS

Improved illumination and enhanced visibility on the road during low lighting conditions.

17” ALLOY WHEELS *For EX-V Navi only

Powerful impression, a master class in design. Welcome to the new face of luxury.

NEW DARK CHROME FRONT GRILLE AND NEW AERO BUMPER DESIGN *Powerful impression, a master class in design. Welcome to the new Face of Luxury.

Elegant grooves accentuate the body, giving the Odyssey an impressive stance.

Regal grille accentuates the body, giving the Odyssey an impressive identity.

The LED headlights with dual projectors are brighter and 50% more efficient than conventional headlights. Optimum road visibility ensures a safer drive day and night.

LED FOG LIGHTS *NEW DARK CHROME FRONT GRILLE AND NEW AERO BUMPER DESIGN

Welcome to the new Face of Luxury.

The New Odyssey has the looks that is worthy of everyone’s attention. With a new fascia and distinctive touches, it is a vessel that projects absolute class.
Let the New Odyssey’s well-appointed cabin invite you in. Leather-wrapped seats and soft-touch surfaces abound. Indeed, it is a space designed to spoil you, and allow you to experience utmost comfort.

Prestige & Luxury Within.

Be surrounded by luxurious features that make your journey more comfortable, more prestigious.

- 9-INCH REAR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM WITH HDMI AND DVD
- SUNROOF
- CAPTAIN CRADLE SEATS WITH OTTOMAN

The New Odyssey’s ace: reclining, ergonomically redesigned leather seats to cradle you in.

*For EX-V Navi Only

Keep the stresses of the road at bay.
In control, In style.

Finally, a luxury minivan you can also enjoy taking out for a drive. The experience is never heavy-handed—it’s smooth and suave, yet still precise and involving. The shiny, redesigned push start button prods you to begin your drive, while advanced driver-centric features offer control with a simple touch.

SMART ENTRY WITH PUSH START SYSTEM
Keep the key in your pocket and let yourself in. Just simply press the glossy black push start button, and drive away.

8-WAY POWER DRIVER SEAT *
Find your own optimal seating position for comfort as you drive.

7-INCH TOUCH SCREEN DISPLAY AUDIO WITH NAVIGATION *
Find your way easily and enjoy a myriad of connectivity and multimedia features.

TRIPLE-ZONE AUTOMATIC AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM *
Keep the cabin temperature perfect in all weather conditions for your utmost comfort.

LARGE ARMREST *
Conveniently positioned to help you reach the shifter and controls much easier.
For EX-V Navi and EX

The New Odyssey EX offers the same level of ride comfort, with room for 8 occupants. The journey to luxury just became more accommodating.

The New Odyssey EX now sports the signature Aero Design, with a stunning Platinum Grille and new 16-inch Alloy Wheels. This stylish exterior is matched with a spacious interior that offers room for more occupants.

Luxurious Space in an Instant.

In the New Odyssey, convenience does not end in the ride and drive. Accessibility is at an elevated level, thanks to the low step-in height and power sliding door that makes ingress easy, and stepping out a breeze.

1 FT

Premium mobility done right.

The New Odyssey EX

Luxury is also about having the space you need, when you need it. The New Odyssey boasts of Fold Flat Magic Seats* that allow cargo configurations for you to bring more for your journey.

The New Odyssey EX offers the same level of ride comfort, with room for 8 occupants. The journey to luxury just became more accommodating.

*For EX-V Navi and EX

1
The Luxury of Safety.

The New Odyssey is designed to be safe at every turn. It has all the right features to keep everyone inside safe and sound.

MULTI-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM
Four cameras (front, left and right door mirrors, and rear) allow you to have a better view of the car while in motion, especially when backing into a parking spot.

HEATED SEATS
The heated seats ensure you are comfortable during cold weather.

SMART PARKING ASSIST SYSTEM (with new Sensor-Based Back-Up Camera and Pedestrian Detection)
A key feature of the New Odyssey, it now further improves safety by warning of walking persons in motion while parking.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS) WITH ELECTRONIC BRAKE FORCE DISTRIBUTION (EBD)
This safety feature helps the driver retain steering control during hard braking.

MULTI-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM
Four cameras (front, left and right door mirrors, and rear) allow you to have a better view of the car while in motion, especially when backing into a parking spot.

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION (BSI) DRIVER AND FRONT PASSENGER, SIDE AND SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS
For added safety, the New Odyssey features blind spot information and airbags.

CROSS-TRAFFIC MONITOR (CTM)
A helpful feature that warns you of objects behind you while backing out.

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST (VSA)
The VSA assists in preventing lateral skidding and maintaining stability.

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)
The HSA prevents the vehicle from rolling backwards when the brake is released on an incline.

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL (ESS)
The ESS automatically activates the hazard warning lights during hard braking to alert the drivers of trailing vehicles.

LED ACTIVE CORNERING LIGHTS*
Lighting on both outer corners of the vehicle for better visibility when turning.

POWER AND EFFICIENCY FOR EVERY JOURNEY
The New Odyssey is equipped with technology and systems that allow lower fuel consumption without compromising on performance.

CVT
Elevate your drive. CVT allows seamless surge of power across the rev range, and optimizes output to deliver notable fuel economy.

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION (CVT)
Optimize your drive. CVT exhausts unnecessary range change, and is specially tuned to deliver reliable fuel-saving.

EARTH DREAMS TECHNOLOGY
For optimum passenger comfort, the Odyssey features a cold-storage evaporator which maintains a comfortable temperature for occupants during auto idling-stop.

ECO MODE
Optimizes throttle transmission and air-conditioning to keep you driving at a fuel-efficient style.

PADDLE SHIFTERS
Elevate your drive. Paddles allow you to shift through gears for a more spirited drive.

ECON MODE
Optimizes throttle transmission and air-conditioning to keep you driving at a fuel-efficient style.

IDLE STOP SYSTEM
For optimum passenger comfort, the Odyssey features a cold-storage evaporator which maintains a comfortable temperature for occupants during auto idling-stop.